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Evolution of RNA molecules in vitro is visualized as a hill�climbing process on a �tness landscape
that can be derived from molecular properties and functions� The optimization process is shaped
by a high degree of redundance in sequence�to�structure mappings� there are many more sequences
than structures and sequences folding into the same structure are �almost� randomly distributed in
sequence space� Two consequences of this redundance are important for evolution� shape space

covering by small connected regions in sequence space and the existence of extended neutral

networks� Both results together explain how nature can fast and e�ciently �nd solutions to
complex optimization problems by trial and error while the number of possible genotypes exceeds
all imagination� In the presence of neutral networks populations avoid being caught in evolutionary
traps and eventually reach the global optimum through a composite dynamics of adaptive walks
and random drift� Results derived from mathematical analysis are confronted with the results of
computer simulation and available experimental data�

�� Evolution and landscapes

Sewall Wright ���� created the metaphor of hill�climbing on a �tness landscape for
Darwinian evolution� Optimization then corresponds to an adaptive walk	 i�e�	 to a
process that allows to choose the direction for the next step at random from all directions
along which �tness does not decrease� Stationary states of populations correspond
to local optima of the �tness landscape� Evolution is seen as a series of transitions
between optima with increasing �tness values� Wright
s metaphor saw a recent revival
when su�ciently simple models of �tness landscapes became available ��	 ��� These
models are based on spin glass theory ���	 ��� or closely related to it like Kau�man
s
Nk model ���� Evolution of RNA molecules has been studied by more realistic models
that deal explicitly with molecular structures obtained from folding RNA sequences
���	 ��� Fitness values serving as input parameters for evolutionary dynamics were
derived through evaluation of the structures� The complexity of RNA �tness landscapes
originates from con�icting consequences of structural changes that are reminiscent of
�frustration� in the theory of spin glasses ���� Fitness in the Darwinian sense means
numerous progeny� Large �tness values can be achieved by high replication rate or
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longevity	 i�e�	 small degradation rate� Structures that are optimal for replication in the
RNA model are also easily degraded and hence there is no simple optimal solution with
high replication and low degradation rate�
Biological evolution is a highly sophisticated dynamical phenomenon	 and its com�

plexity is often confusing� For the purpose of analysis and better understanding it is
partitioned into the three simpler processes shown in �gure � ����� population dynamics	
�population� support dynamics and genotype�phenotype mapping� The three processes
are properly visualized in three abstract metric spaces�
��� the concentration space of biochemical reaction kinetics	
��� the sequence space of polynucleotide sequences	 and
��� the shape space of biopolymer structures�
Kinetics of chemical reactions or changes in populations are recorded in concentration
space	 the conventional space of chemical reaction kinetics� It was formalized and put
into precise mathematical terms by Martin Feinberg ����� Variables count numbers of
particles	 molecules	 virions	 cells or organisms	 for example	 and display their changes
over time� A population of N individuals distributed over m variants is denoted by
x � �x�� x�� � � � � xm� with

Pm
i�� xi � N � Population dynamics is commonly described

by di�erential equations	

dx

dt
� �x � f�x� � f�x� �

�
f��x�� f��x�� � � � � fm�x�

�
� ���

by di�erence equations in case of synchronized generations or by a stochastic process
in case of small particle numbers� Concentration space is restricted to the classes of
genotypes actually present� When a mutant is produced	 a new variable appears in
concentration space� when a variant dies out	 the corresponding variable disappears�
The number of variables �m� matches the number of currently existing genotype classes�
As a well known example we mention the selection mutation equation for asexually
reproducing individuals introduced by Eigen �����

dxi
dt

� xi

�
kiQii � di � ��x�

�
�
X
j ��i

kjQjixj � i � �� �� � � � �m ���

Replication and degradation rate constants are denoted by ki and di	 respectively	 repli�
cation accuracies and mutation frequencies are contained in the �bistochastic� matrix
Q

�
� fQijg �

Pm
j��Qij � �	

Pm
i��Qij � ��	 and ��x� �

Pm
i���ki � di�xi �

Pm
i�� eixi

is the mean excess production of the population� Population variables are assumed to
be normalized and thus the physically meaningful range of variables is con�ned to the
concentration simplex� Sm

�
�
�
xi � � � i � �� � � � �m�

Pm
i�� xi � �

�
�

The sequence space is a metric point space �S�h� containing all possible �n genotypes
of given chain length n� By � we denote the size of the polynucleotide alphabet �AUGC�
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Figure �� Evolutionary dynamics� In vitro evolution of biomolecules is partitioned into three

simpler processes� �i� population dynamics
 �ii� population support dynamics
 and �iii� genotype�

phenotype mapping� Population dynamics is tantamount to chemical reaction kinetics of replica�

tion
 mutation and selection� Population support dynamics describes the migration of populations

in the space of genotypes �see section ��� Genotype�phenotype mapping unfolds biological informa�

tion stored in polynucleotide sequences� Two classes of mappings are distinguished� combinatory

maps from one genotype space into another vector space or another space of non�scalar objects

and landscapes that map genotype space into the real numbers� In molecular evolution landscapes

provide rate constants
 equilibrium constants and other more complex scalar properties of pheno�

types
 �tness values for example� These landscapes are commonly constructed in two steps� �i� a

mapping of polynucleotide sequences into molecular structures and �ii� an evolution of structures

to yield the �scalar� molecular properties�
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� � 	 and GC� � � ��� Distances in sequence space are expressed by the minimum
number of single nucleotide exchanges or point mutations converting one sequence into
another� This distance	 called Hamming distance h ����	 induces a metric in sequence
space� Connecting all pairs of binary sequences of chain length n with Hamming distance
one by straight lines one obtains a hypercube of dimension n� Figure � shows how the
sequence space in the four letter alphabet can be related to the corresponding binary
sequence space� The notion of sequence space is useful for modeling mutation frequencies
because genotypes are grouped according to error classes� The uniform error rate model
���	 ���	 for example	 allows to express all mutation rates in terms of only one tunable
parameter	 the single digit accuracy q �or the error rate p � �� q�	 the chain length n
and the Hamming distance between template and mutant hij �

Qij � qn
�
�� q

q

�hij

� qn
�

p

�� p

�hij

� ���

Here the accuracy of replication �Qii � qn� is independent of the nucleotide sequence�
The shape space contains all phenotypes that are formed by processing genotypes in a

given context� In molecular evolution phenotypes are tantamount to spatial structures
of biopolymers ����� Meaningful notions of structure	 however	 depend on the context�
successful descriptions of active sites of enzymes �or ribozymes� or speci�c binding sites
for regulatory elements on DNA	 for example	 require high precision at atomic resolution
as provided by x�ray crystallography whereas studies on phylogenetic conservation of
structures can be done much better on the coarse�grained level of ribbon diagrams� Some
levels of coarse�graining	 secondary structures of RNA molecules	 for example	 are not
only of physical relevance but also suitable for mathematical modeling� We assume that
phenotypes are elements of some metric space �Y� ��� In other words	 the existence of
a distance	 �	 measuring the relatedness of phenotypes is postulated �although it is not
explicitly required for most applications��
The assignment of �tness values to individual genotypes is done in two separate steps

�several models	 Kau�man
s Nk model ��� for example	 omit the consideration of a
phenotype and assign �tness values directly to genotypes��

genotype �� phenotype �� �tness �

The �rst step	 genotype�phenotype mapping	 maps one vector space onto another non�
scalar space

� �
�
S�h

	
��

�
Y� �

	
� ��

and has been characterized as a combinatory map ���	 ��� in order to indicate that
it is no proper landscape� Fitness values are functions of the evolutionarily relevant
properties of phenotypes and a �tness landscape	 accordingly	 is a mapping from shape
space into the real numbers ��g����

 �
�
Y� �

	
�� IR� � ���

The term �landscape� in this general sense will be used here for a mapping from sequence
space into the real numbers irrespectively of its meaning for evolutionary dynamics �����
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Figure �� Sequence space� Sequences are represented by points in sequence space� Edges connect

sequences of Hamming distance one
 i�e�
 sequences that di�er in a single position only� The index

of the error class counts the Hamming distance from the reference sequence� The upper part shows

the sequence space ofGC�only sequences of chain length n��� It has the form of a cube in ordinary

three�dimensional space� In general
 the sequence spaces of binary sequences are hypercubes of

dimension n� The lower part contains the sequence space of natural �AUGC� sequences of chain

length n��� Note
 that every base can be replaced by three other bases
 for example
 A�U


A�G
 and A�C� The di�erent replacements are coded in di�erent grey levels� Edges are only

shown for the error classes � and ��
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�� Gradient dynamics

In case of optimization through Darwin
s principle of variation and selection leading to
�survival of the �ttest� population dynamics consists simply of a monotonous approach
towards a steady state consisting of a homogeneous population of the �ttest genotype�
This phenomenon was formulated in mathematical terms through Fisher
s fundamental
theorem of natural selection ���� which states that the mean �tness of a population	
!��t� �

Pm
i�� �ixi�t�	 is steadily increasing� The theorem is tantamount to saying that

mean �tness is a Ljapounov function of the dynamical system ���� In the simplest
cases the r�h�s� of the di�erential equation describing population dynamics represents a
gradient

�x � gradV �x� � ���

implying that all trajectories of the ODE are �locally� perpendicular to the constant
level sets of V �x�� In other cases a Riemannian metric of sequence space has been
introduced �instead of the conventional Euclidean metric� in order to transform ���
into a generalized gradient system ���	 ��	 ��	 ��� In particular	 Shahshahani ����
de�ned such a gradient �Grad � based on the scalar product jx�yjz �

Pm
i�� xiyi �zi

whose application turns the selection equation �equ�� with Q � II	 the unit matrix�
into a gradient� �x � Grad��x�� It is worth noticing that the introduction of non�zero
mutation rates restricts optimization of ��x� to parts of the concentration simplex� In
other parts of concentration space �

�
x�t�

	
may be monotonously decreasing or even a

non�monotonous function of time ���	 ����
The gradient form of the selection equation is indeed the mathematical basis for con�

sidering evolving populations as walkers climbing uphill on a �rugged� �tness landscape
in sequence space ��	 ��� �see section ��� Many natural processes	 however	 interfere
with pure selection and restrict the hill�climbing scenario to parts of the concentration
simplex or make it entirely obsolete� Examples are mutation	 recombination and fre�
quency dependent reproduction� The latter case has been studied extensively by means
of replicator equations �for a survey see e�g� Hofbauer " Sigmund ������ Population dy�
namics may indeed be as complex as deterministic chaos� If one focusses on replicator
dynamics ���� oscillations of concentrations ����	 deterministic chaos in homogeneous
solutions ����	 and spiral waves in spatially resolved systems ��� have been reported�

�� Evolution of RNA molecules

Experimental studies on biological evolution are facing three tantalizing problems� �i�
evolutionary phenomena like adaptation need tenthousands to millions of generations in
order to become observable in populations and the times required for experiments much
too long	 �ii� combinatorial explosion leads to numbers of possible genotypes that exceed
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all imaginations	 and �iii� relations between genotypes and phenotypes are so complex
that realistic modeling is impossible� Even in the case of fast replicating bacteria with
generation times of approximately one hour tenthousand generations require more than
a year and evolution experiments would last several years �Patient microbiologists	 for
example	 have just arrived at some tenthousand generations of Escherichia coli under
controlled conditions ����� The numbers of possible sequences are prohibitive for sys�
tematic studies� viroid genoms are about threehundred nucleotides long and this implies
already � ����� di�erent RNA sequences of this chain length� The complexity of the
relation between genotypes and phenotypes is even more discouraging� to predict the
spatial structure of a single biopolymer molecule from its sequence is a very hard �and
still unsolved� problem	 and the simplest bacteria consist of several thousand di�erent
protein and nucleic acids molecules�
The �rst in vitro evolution experiments were performed in the sixties by Sol Spiegel�

man �for a review see ������ replication rate constants of RNA from the bacteriophage
Q� were optimized in serial transfer experiments in suitable replication media� These
studies demonstrated that evolutionary phenomena are not restricted to the existence
of cellular life� molecules capable of reproduction and mutation ful�l the prerequisites
for Darwin
s principle and behave like asexually replicating individuals �as far as selec�
tion and adaptation to environmental conditions are concerned�� About the same time
Manfred Eigen ���� developed a theoretical frame for molecular evolution which had its
roots in chemical reaction kinetics� In vitro evolution of RNA molecules circumvents the
three problems indicated above� �i� generation times can be reduced to a few seconds
under favorable conditions and evolutionary phenomena become observable in a few
days	 �ii� many genotypes form the same phenotype and are thus selectively neutral in
the sense of Motoo Kimura ���	 and �iii� genotype and phenotype are two properties of
the same molecule	 sequence and spatial structure	 respectively� Evolution of RNA in
the test�tube represents the simplest conceivable system that allows to study adaptation
in the laboratory�
Since Spiegelman
s pioneering works many di�erent studies on evolutionary phenom�

ena were performed with RNA molecules� RNA replication kinetics	 for example	 has
been studied in detail� It is represented by a multistep polycondensation mechanism
and the individual steps are now understood equally well as with other chemical reac�
tions ���� Serial transfer experiments in the presence of increasing concentration of the
RNA degrading enzyme RNase A yielded �resistant� RNA molecules ����� Catalytic
RNA molecules of the group I intron family were trained to cleave DNA rather than
RNA �	 ��	 the SELEX technique ���� was applied to the selection of RNA molecules
which bind to prede�ned targets with high speci�city ����	 and ribozymes with novel
catalytic functions were derived from libraries of random RNA sequences ��	 �	 #��
Other approaches made use of in vivo selection to derive new variants of biopolymers
�#	 �� or exploited the capacities of the immune system for evolutionary optimization
in the design of catalytic antibodies ��	 ���
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In fact	 in vitro evolution experiments laid out the basis of a new discipline called evo�
lutionary biotechnology �or applied molecular evolution� ��	 ��	 �#	 ���� In particular	
RNA based evolutionary design of biomolecules has already become routine ��#	 ���� In
order to �breed� molecules for prede�ned purposes one cannot be satis�ed with natural
selection being tantamount to a search for the fastest replicating molecular species� In
�arti�cial selection� the properties to be optimized must be disconnected from mere
replication� The principle of evolutionary design of biomolecules is shown in �gure ��
Molecular properties are optimized iteratively in selection cycles� The �rst cycle is
initiated by a sample of random sequences or alternatively by a population derived
from error prone replication of RNA �or DNA� sequences� Each selection cycle con�
sists of three steps� �i� selection of suitable RNA molecules	 �ii� ampli�cation through
replication	 and �iii� diversi�cation through mutation �with arti�cially increased error
rates�� The �rst step	 selection of the genotypes that ful�l the prede�ned criteria best	
requires biochemical and biophysical intuition or technological skill� Two strategies are
commonly used� selection of best suited candidates from a large sample of di�erent
genotypes in homogeneous solutions or spatial separation of genotypes and massively
parallel screening� Variants are tested and discarded in case they do not ful�l the prede�
�ned criteria� Selected genotypes are ampli�ed	 diversi�ed by mutation with error rates
adjusted to the current problem	 and then the new population is subjected to selection�
Optimally adapted genotypes are usually obtained after some twenty to �fty selection
cycles� After isolation they can be processed by the conventional methods of molecular
biology and genetic engineering�

�� RNA phenotypes and shape space covering

In in vitro evolution of RNA molecules genotypes and phenotypes are features of
the same molecule	 the sequence being the genotype and the spatial structure the phe�
notype� Mappings of genotypes into phenotypes are then reduced to the relation be�
tween sequences and structures of RNA molecules ��g��� Current knowledge on three�
dimensional structures of RNA molecules is rudimentary� only very few structures have
been determined so far by crystallogaphy and nmr spectroscopy� Needless to say	 spa�
tial structures of RNA molecules are also very hard to predict� The so�called secondary
structure of RNA is a coarse grained version of structure that lists only Watson�Crick
and GU base pairs� It is conceptionally much simpler and allows to perform rigorous
mathematical analysis and large scale computations� RNA secondary structure predic�
tions are more reliable than those of full spatial structures� RNA secondary structures
make it also possible to de�ne formally consistent distance measures ��� in shape space
���	 �	 	 ���� In addition	 some statistical properties of RNA secondary structures
were found to depend very little on choices of algorithms and parameter sets ��#��
RNA secondary structures provide an excellent model system to study general re�

lations between genotypes and phenotypes� The conventional approach of structural
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Figure �� Evolutionary design of biopolymers� Properties and functions of biomolecules are

optimized iteratively through selection cycles� Each cycle consists of three di�erent phases� am�

pli�cation
 diversi�cation by replication with high error rates or random synthesis
 and selection�

Currently successful selection techniques apply one of two strategies� �i� selection in �homoge�

neous� mixtures using binding to solid phase targets �SELEX� or reactive tags that allow to sepa�

rate suitable molecules from the rest and �ii� spatial separation of individual molecular genotypes

and large scale screening�
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Figure �� Folding of the natural t�RNAphe sequence into its three�dimensional structure� The

formation of the spatial structure is partitioned into two steps� at �rst the secondary structure


a coarse�grained version of structure that can be represented by a graph
 is built by forming

Watson�Crick and GU base pairs
 and then the secondary structure is folded to yield the full

three�dimensional structure�

biology which is essentially concerned with the folding of a single sequence into one
structure under minimum free energy conditions has to be extended to a global concept
that considers sequence structure relations as �non�invertible� mappings from sequence
space into shape space ���	 ��	 ���� Application of combinatorics allows to derive an
asymptotic expression for the numbers of acceptable structures as a function of the
chain length n ���	 �#��

Sn � ��##� n��� ���###�n � ���

This expression is based on two assumptions� �i� the minimum stack length is two
base pairs �nstack � �	 i�e�	 isolated base pairs are excluded� and �ii� the minimal size of
hairpin loops is three �nloops � ��� The numbers of sequences are given by n for natural
RNA molecules and by �n for GC�only or AU�only sequences� In both cases there are
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Table �� Common secondary structures of GC�only sequences�

$Sequences $Struct� GC �

n n �n Sn SGC Rc nc
� ��� �# ��# � � � ���
�� ����� ��� �� �� �� ��  #��
�� ����� ��� �� ��# ��# ��� � �# ���
�� ����� ���� ����� ��� � ��� � ��� �#� ��� ��#
�� ����� ���	 ����� ��
 �� ## �# ��� � #�� �� �� #��
�� ����� ���� ����� ��� ��� ��� ��# #�� �� ��# ��� ��# #��

� The total number of minumum free energy secondary structures formed by GC�only sequences is
denoted by SGC
 Rc is the rank of the least frequent common structure and thus is tantamount to
the number of common structures
 and nc is the number of sequences folding into common structures�

more RNA sequences than secondary structures and we are dealing with neutrality in
the sense that many RNA sequences form the same �secondary� structure�
Not all acceptable secondary structures are found as minimum free energy structures�

The numbers of stable structures were determined by exhaustive folding ���	 ��� of all
GC�only sequences with chain lengths up to n � �� �table ��� The fraction of acceptable
structures actually obtained through folding GC sequences is between ��% and ��%� It
is decreasing with increasing chain length n� Secondary structures are properly grouped
into two classes	 common ones and rare ones� A straightforward de�nition of common
structures was found to be very useful�

C �� common i� NC � NS �
�n

Sn
� $�Sequences�



$�Structures� � �#�

wherein NC is the number of sequences forming structure C and � denotes the size of
the alphabet �� � � for GC�only or AU�only sequences and � �  for natural RNA
molecules�� A structure C is common if it is formed by more sequences than the average
structure� Considering the special example ofGC�only sequences of chain length n � ��
we �nd that ���% of all structures are common� The most common ones �rank � and
rank �� are formed by some ��� million sequences� this amounts to about ����% of
sequence space� In total	 nearly a billion sequences making up ����% of sequence space
fold into the common structures� It is worth looking also to the rare end of the structure
distribution �table ��� More than ��% of all structures are formed by ��� sequences
each or less	 and �� ��� structures occur only once in the entire sequence space�
The results of exhaustive folding suggest two important general properties of the above

given de�nition of common structures ���	 ���� �i� the common structures represent only
a small fraction of all structures and this fraction decreases with increasing chain length	
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Table �� Distribution of rare structures withGC�only sequences of chain length n � ���

Size of the neutral Number of di�erent
network �m� structures N �m� �

� �� ���
� � � #�
� �� �� ���
� �� #� ���
� �� ��� ���
� ��� �� �#�

� Cumulative numbers N �m� are given that count the numbers of structures which are formed by m

or less �neutral� sequences�

and �ii� the fraction of sequences folding into the common structures increases with chain
length and approaches unity in the limit of long chains� Thus	 for su�ciently long chains
almost all RNA sequences fold into a small fraction of the secondary structures� The
e�ective ratio of sequences to structures is larger than computed from equ��#� since only
common structures play a role in natural evolution and in evolutionary biotechnology�
Inverse folding determines the sequences that fold into a given structure� Application

of inverse folding to RNA secondary structures ���� has shown that sequences folding
into the same structure are �almost� randomly distributed in sequence space� It is
straightforward then to compute a spherical environment �around any randomly chosen
reference point in sequence space� that contains at least one sequence �on the average�
for every common structure� The radius of such a sphere	 called the covering radius
rcov	 can be estimated from simple probability arguments �����

rcov � min
�
h � �� �� � � � � n

�� Bh � �n


NS � Sn

�
� ���

with Bh being the number of sequences contained in a ball of radius h� The covering
radius is much smaller than the radius of sequence space� The covering sphere represents
only a small connected subset of all sequences but contains	 nevertheless	 all common
structures ��g��� and forms an evolutionarily representative part of shape space�
Numerical values of covering radii are presented in table �� In the case of natural

sequences of chain length n � ��� a covering radius of rcov � �� implies that the
number of sequences that have to be searched in order to �nd all common structures
is about  � ���� Although ��� is a very large number �and exceeds the capacities
of all currently available polynucleotide libraries�	 it is negligibly small compared to
the size of the entire sequence space that contains ��� � ���� sequences� Exhaustive
folding allows to test the estimates derived from simple statistics ����� The agreement
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Sequence Space Shape Space

Figure �� Shape space covering� Only a �relatively small� spherical environment around any

arbitrarily chosen reference sequence has to be searched in order to �nd RNA sequences for every

common secondary structure�

for GC�only sequences of short chain lengths is surprisingly good� The covering radius
increases linearly with chain length with a factor around �&� The fraction of sequence
space that is required to cover shape space thus decreases exponentially with increasing
size of RNA molecules �table ��� We remark that	 nevertheless	 the absolute numbers of
sequences contained in the covering sphere increase also �exponentially� with the chain
length�

	� Neutral networks

Since every common structure is formed by a large number of sequences we ought to
know also how sequences folding into the same structure are organized in sequence space�
Sets of sequences forming the same structure have been called neutral networks� So
far two approaches were applied to study neutral networks� a mathematical model
based on random graph theory ���� and exhaustive folding ����� The mathematical
model assumes that sequences forming the same structure are distributed randomly in
the space of compatible sequences� A sequence is compatible with a structure when
it can	 in principle	 fold into the structure in question� It has complementary bases
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Table �� Shape space covering radius for common secondary structures�

Covering Radius r�cov
n Exhaustive Folding Asymptotic Value Sn��� Brcov



� z

GCy AU � � � � � 
�� � ���� �  � ����� ����

��  ���� �  � ���� �����

�� � ����� � �  ����� �����

�� �� � ����� �����

��� �� �� ���� ����


� The covering radius is estimated by means of a straightforward statistical estimate based on the
assumption that sequences folding into the same structure are randomly distributed in sequence
space�

y Exact values derived from exhaustive folding are given in parantheses�
z Fraction ofAUGC sequence space that has to be searched on the average in order to �nd a minimum
at least one sequences for every common structure�

in all pairs of positions which form base pairs in the structure ��g���� The neutral
network of a structure is the subset of its compatible sequences that form the structure
under the minimum free condition� Neutral networks are modelled by random graphs in
sequence space� The analysis is simpli�ed through partitioning of sequence space into
a subspace of unpaired bases and a subspace of base pairs ��g���� Neutral neighbors in
both subspaces are chosen at random and connected to yield the edges of the random
graph� The fraction of neighboring pairs that are assigned to be neutral is controlled
by a parameter 	� In other words	 	 measures the mean fraction of neutral neighbors
in sequence space� The statistics of random graphs is studied as a function of 	� The
connectivity of networks	 for example	 changes drastically threshold when 	 passes a
threshold value�

	cr��� � � �
���

r
�

�
� ����

The parameter � in this equation represents the size of the alphabet� As shown in �gure �
we have ��  �A	U	G	C� for bases in single stranded regions of RNA molecules and
�� ��AU	UA	UG	GU	GC	CG� for base pairs� Depending on the particular structure
considered the fraction of neutral neighbors is commonly di�erent in the two subspaces
of unpaired and paired bases and we are dealing with two di�erent parameter values	 	u
and 	p	 respectively� Neutral networks consist of a single component that spans whole
sequence space if 	 
 	cr and below threshold	 	 � 	cr	 the network is partitioned
into a great number of components	 in general	 a giant component and many small ones
��g����
Exhaustive folding allows to check the predictions of random graph theory and reveals

further details of neutral networks� The typical sequence of components for neutral
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Admissible Exchanges in Compatible Sequences
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Figure �� Compatible sequences and partitioning of sequence space� A sequence is called com�

patible with a structure if it contains two matching bases wherever there is a base pair in the

structure �upper part�� A compatible sequence need not form the structure in question under

minimum free energy conditions� The structure
 however
 will always be found in the set of sub�

optimal foldings of the sequence� The lower part of the sketch shows partitioning of sequence

space into a space of unpaired nucleotides and a space of base pairs as it is used in the application

of random graph theory to neutral networks of RNA secondary structures�
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A B

Giant Component

Figure 	� Connectivity of neutral networks� A neutral network consists of many components if

the average fraction of neutral neighbors in sequence space ��� is below a threshold value ��cr��

Random graph theory predicts the existence of one giant component that is much larger than any

other component �A�� If � exceeds the threshold value �B� the network is connected and spans

the entire sequence space�

networks �either a connected network spanning whole sequence space or a very large
component accompanied by several small ones� is indeed found with many common
structures� There are	 however	 also numerous networks with signi�cantly di�erent
sequences of components� We �nd networks with two as well as four equal sized large
components	 and three components with an approximate size ratio of ������ Di�erences
between the predicitions of random graph theory and the results of exhaustive folding
were readily explained in terms of special properties of RNA secondary structures �����
The deviations from the ideal network �as predicted by random graph theory� can be

identi�ed as structural features that are not accounted for by some simple base pairing
logics� All structures that cannot readily form additional base pairs when sequence
requirements are ful�lled behave perfectly normal �class I in �gure #�� There are	 how�
ever	 structures that can form additional base pairs �and will generally do so under the
minimum free energy criterion� whenever the sequences carry complementary bases at
the corresponding positions� Class II structures ��g�#�	 for example	 are least likely to
be formed when the overall base composition is ��% G and ��% C	 because the prob�
ability for forming an additional base pair and folding into another structure is largest
then� When there is an excess of G �f����g%� it is much more likely that such a struc�
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Class  I Class  II Class  III

Figure 
� Three classes of RNA secondary structures forming di�erent types of neutral networks�

Structures of class I contain no mobile elements �free ends
 large loops or joints� or have only mobile

elements that cannot form additional base pairs� The mobile elements of structures of class II

allow the extension of stacks by additional base pairs at one position� Stacks in class III structures

can be extended in two positions� In principle
 there are also structures that allow extensions of

stacks in more than two ways but they play no role for short chain length �n�����

ture will actually be formed� The same is true for an excess of C and this is precisely
re�ected by the neutral networks of class II structures with two �major� components�
the maximum probabilities for forming class II structures are G�C���� � ������ � ��
for one component and G�C���� � ������� �� for the second one� By the same token
structures of class III have two �independent� possibilities to form an additional base
pair and thus they have the highest probability to be formed if the sequences have
excess � and � If no additional information is available we can assume  � �� Inde�
pendent superposition yields then four equal sized components with G�C compositions
of ���������������	 ���������	 and ��������������� precisely as it is observed indeed
with four component neutral networks� Three component networks are de facto four
component networks in which the two central ������� components have merged to a
single one� Neutral networks are thus described well by the random graph model� The
assumption that sequences folding into the same structure are randomly distributed in
the space of compatible sequences is justi�ed unless special structural features lead to
systematic biasses�
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� Optimization on combinatory landscapes

In the Darwinian view of support dynamics ��g��� populations are thought to opti�
mize mean �tness by adaptive walks through sequence space� The optimization process
takes place on two time scales� fast establishment of a quasi�equilibrium between geno�
types within the population and slow migration of populations driven by appearence
and �xation of rare mutants of higher �tness� The former issue is modelled by the
concept of the molecular quasispecies ���	 ��	 ��� which describes the stationary
state of populations at a kinetic equilibrium between the �ttest type called the master
sequence and its frequent mutants ��g���� Frequencies of mutants are determined by
their �tness values as well as by their Hamming distance from the master� The qua�
sispecies represents the genetic reservoir in asexually reproducing species� The concept
was originally developed for in�nite haploid populations but can be readily extended to
�nite population sizes ���	 ��� and diploid populations ����� Intuitively	 it would pay in
evolution to produce as many variant o�spring as possible in order to adapt as fast as
possible to environmental changes� Intuition	 however	 is misleading in this case� there
is a well de�ned �genotypic� error threshold� at mutation rates above threshold inheri�
tance breaks down since the number of correct copies of the �ttest genotype is steadily
decreasing until it is eventually lost� The slow process is based on occasional formation
of rare mutants that have higher �tness than the previous master genotype� Population
support dynamics was modelled by computer simulation on landscapes related to spin
glass theory ��� or on those derived from folding RNA molecules into structures and
evaluating �tness related properties ���	 ��	 ���
An extension of adaptive evolution to migration of populations through sequence

space in absence of �tness di�erences is straightforward� The genotypic error threshold
becomes zero in this limiting case indicating that there are no stationary populations
at constant �tness� Neutral evolution has been studied on model landscapes by analyt�
ical approaches ���� derived from the random�energy model ���� as well as by computer
simulation ��#	 ���� More recently the computer simulations were extended to neutral
evolution on RNA folding landscapes ����� In case of selective neutrality populations
drift randomly in sequence space by a di�usion�like mechanism� Populations corre�
sponding to large areas in sequence space are partitioned into smaller patches which
have some average life time� These feature of population dynamics in neutral evolution
was seen in analogy to the formation and evolution of biological species ����� Population
dynamics on neutral networks has been analysed by means of stochastic processes and
computer simulation ����� In analogy to the genotypic error threshold there exists also a
phenotypic error threshold that sets a limit to the error rate which sustains a stationary
master phenotype �despite always changing genotypes��
In order to visualize the course of adaptive walks on �tness landscapes derived from

RNA folding we distinguish single walkers from migration of populations and �non�
neutral� landscapes from those built upon extended neutral networks ��g�����
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Figure �� Molecular quasispecies in sequence space� The quasispecies is a stationary mutant

distribution surrounding a ��ttest and most frequent� master sequence� The frequencies of indi�

vidual mutants are determined by their �tness values and by their Hamming distances from the

master� A quasispecies occupies some region in sequence space called the population support� In

the non�stationary case the �population� support migrates through sequence space�
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Adaptive Walks without Selective Neutrality

Adaptive Walk on Neutral Networks
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Random Drift

Figure ��� Optimization in sequence space through adaptive walks of populations� Adaptive

walks allow to choose the next step arbitrarily from all directions of where �tness is �locally�

non�decreasing� Populations can bridge over narrow valleys with widths of a few point mutations�

In absence of selective neutrality �upper part� they are
 however
 unable to span larger Hamming

distances and thus will approach only the next major �tness peak� Populations on rugged land�

scapes with extended neutral networks evolve by a combination of adaptive walks and random

drift at constant �tness along the network �lower part�� Eventually populations reach the global

maximum of the �tness landscape�
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�i� Single walkers in the non�neutral case can reach only nearby lying local optima
since they are trapped in any local maximum of the �tness landscape ����� Single
walkers are unable to bridge any intermediate value of lower �tness and hence the
walk ends whenever there is no one�error variant of higher �tness�

�ii� Populations thus have an �smoothening� e�ect on landscapes� Even in the non�
neutral case su�ciently large populations will be able to escape from local optima
provided the Hamming distance to the nearest point with a non�smaller �tness
value can be spanned by mutation� In computer simulations of populations with
about ���� RNA molecules jumps of Hamming distances up to six were observed
����

�iii� In the presence of extended neutral networks optimization follows a combined mech�
anism� adaptive walks leading to minor peaks are supplemented by random drift
along networks that enable populations to migrate to areas in sequence space with
higher �tness values ��g����� Eventually	 a local maximum of high �tness or the
global �tness optimum is reached�

It is worth noticing how the greatest scholar of evolution	 Charles Darwin himself	 saw
the role of neutral variants ���� ���� This preservation of favourable individual di�erences
and variations	 and the destruction of those which are injurious	 I have called Natural
Selection	 or the Survival of the Fittest� Variations neither useful nor injurious would
not be a�ected by natural selection	 and would be left either a �uctuating element	 ����	
or would ultimately become �xed	 owing to the nature of the organism and the nature
of the conditions�� This clear recognition of selective neutrality in evolution by Darwin
is remarkable� What he could not be aware of are the extent of neutrality detected in
molecular evolution ��� and the positive role neutrality plays in supporting adaptive
selection through random drift�

�� Concluding remarks

Molecular evolution experiments with RNA molecules provided essentially two impor�
tant insights into the nature of evolutionary processes� �i� the Darwinian principle of
�natural� selection is no priviledge of cellular life since it is valid also in evolution in the
test�tube and �ii� adaptation to the environment and optimization of molecular prop�
erties can be observed in a few days or weeks during the course of a typical laboratory
experiment�
Most of the studies discussed here were based on structures evaluated by means of the

minimum free energy criterium of RNA folding� The validity of the statistical results	
like shape space covering or the existence of extended neutral networks	 is	 however	
not limited to minimum free energy folding since they belong to the �largely� algorithm
independent properties of RNA secondary structures ��#�� RNA secondary structures
provide us with a toy world of vast neutrality that allows to study the powerful interplay
of adaptive and neutral evolution�
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Whether or not the results obtained with secondary structures can be transferred to
three�dimensional structures of RNA molecules is an open question� There are strong
indications that this will be so although the degree of neutrality is expected to be
somewhat smaller than with the secondary structures� The answer to this question
will be given only by carrying out suitable experiments on screening of RNA structures
and properties in sequence space� Corresponding experiments dealing with binding of
RNA molecules to prede�ned targets as the function to be optimized are under way in
several groups� Preliminary data con�rm the existence of neutral networks with respect
to �coarse�grained� binding constants� A whole wealth of data on protein folding and
resilience of protein structures against exchanges of amino acid residues seems to provide
evidence for the validity of shape space covering and the existence of extended neutral
networks for proteins too�
Neutral evolution	 apparently	 is not a dispensable addendum to evolutionary opti�

mization as it has been often suggested� In contrary	 neutral networks provide a powerful
medium through which evolution can become really e�cient� Adaptive walks of popu�
lations	 usually ending in one of the nearby minor peaks of the �tness landscape	 are
supplemented by random drift on neutral networks� The phase of neutral di�usion ends
when the population reaches an area of higher �tness values� Series of adaptive walks
interrupted by �selectively neutral� random drift periods allow to approach the global
minimum provided the neutral networks are su�ciently large�
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